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Abstract The paper is an exploration in critical legal theory, and argues for a return to thinking of critical legal intervention in political-strategic terms. If the insistence is on strategies of rupture it is because the attention is on what registers as resistant, neither reducible to—nor co-optable by—the order it seeks to resist. It is argued that if law is to offer redress to injustice it has to offer terms that can break incongruently, irreducibly so, with the order of capital, and its economy of representation, not couching critique within its terms, taking flight into the mysticism and escapism of the ‘ethical turn’, or entrusting critique unconditionally to the deconstructive energies of the law. The paper explores how difficult the task facing critical legal theory is in view of law’s power of ‘homology’ and its ‘mechanisms of deadlock’. Both within the courtroom (the focus here is on the tactics of rupture of the lawyer Verge`s) and outside it, a return to a strategic understanding of law underlies its deployment as means of critique (‘simple’ or ‘immanent’) or object of confrontation rather than horizon of communicative exchange. Keywords Critical legal theory  Immanent critique  Political intervention  Representation  Rupture  Strategy



Strategies of Rupture Sub Judice I borrow the term ‘rupture’ from the controversial French defence lawyer Jacques Verge`s and the analysis of strategy from his book of 1968 De la Strate´gie Judiciare. The idea of rupture is captured brilliantly in Saint-Just’s intervention in the debates of year II in the Convention, against the Girondin suggested ‘appeal to the People’ E. Christodoulidis (&) School of Law, Faculty of Law, Business and Social Sciences, University of Glasgow, 5-9 Stair Building, The Square, Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK e-mail: [email protected]
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on the question of whether the deposed King should stand trial. Two weeks before Robespierre’s more famous intervention, Saint-Just dismisses the moderates: ‘Those who attach importance to the just punishment of a king will never establish a democracy.’ Against the juridical game of reason and counter-reason, of legal justification, against any presumption of innocence1 (because what would be the meaning of such a presumption?) Saint-Just presents a collision of worlds; and with it the impossibility of any ‘droit commun’ that might allow the playing out of this collision as a legal exchange. What commonality, he asks in effect, can one establish that might allow this to be played out as a conflict within a framework of legal justice? ‘What rapport de justice does there exist between humanity and the king?’ He concludes: ‘I see no middle point. This man must either rule or die.’2 Two weeks later Robespierre will seal the fate of Louis XVI: ‘Louis cannot be judged; either he is already condemned or the Republic is not acquitted’ (Verge`s 1968, pp. 97, 99). Although significantly not during a trial but over a trial, we have witnessed here a strategy of rupture in one of its most radical forms: the effecting of a violent disjuncture between the law of the republic and that of the monarch, no possible context of justice capable of spanning them both. From the trial of Socrates to that of the communist Dimitrov in Nazi Germany, strategies of rupture of trials abound in Verge`s’ examples in the book and, again of course, different forms were practiced by Verge`s himself, a self-professed ‘combattant’ in the cause of anti-colonialism. The most extensive discussion of the Strate´gie Judiciare is devoted to the Algerian liberation movement and its strategies against the French State. The strategy, in the way Verge`s analyses it, consisted of identifying and exploiting the core contradictions in the French Government’s use of the criminal law. The three core contradictions he identifies are the following. First, the application of a State of Exception contradicted the official position of the French Government that what was involved in the clamping down of Algerian resistance was a simple police operation directed against French nationals. Tactical ‘exploitation’ of the contradiction allowed the truth to emerge of an independent national Algerian identity, an affirmation which, with the escalation of resistance and the broadening of the repressive measures against the insurgents, became insuppressible. It could no longer be rationally contained within the context of the operations of the French municipal system of justice but, argues Verge`s, only made sense from the point of view of a transcendent system (of a cosmopolitan or international law) from which France’s state of emergency could be seen for what it was: a facilitator of colonial brutality against an emergent people no longer subsumable to ‘le peuple’. This unfolds the logic (of transcendence) of immanent critique about which I will say more later. Second, the open, official and widespread use of torture marked the violation in the colony of basic rights that were protected in the metropolis. The act of denouncing torture in the courtroom breaks out of the tropes of criminal procedure (as, for example, when used to rebut extracted 1



‘On ne peut pas re´gner inocemment’, says Saint-Just (Verge`s 1968, p. 98).



2



‘Quel rapport de justice y-a-t’il entre l’humanite´ et les rois?’ … ‘Je ne vois pas de milieu: cet homme doit re`gner ou mourir.’
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admissions), and the denunciation of its systematic use against the Algerians transforms the exceptional into the ordinary to make torture the sign and signifier of the wrong of colonialism.3 Third, the sheer number of the interned gave the lie to the legal stipulation that they were a band of law-breakers. As numbers swelled and collective, markedly political, acts of defiance were organised in prisons, lawbreaking ceased to be the ‘pathology’ in the healing of which a system of law is seen to fulfil its promise of justice, and came to be seen instead as political intervention and acts of resistance. In a meeting held shortly after its publication,4 Foucault asked Verge`s whether his Strate´gie Judiciare was not in fact caught up in a specific historical conjuncture. What in effect would it mean to generalise it, asks Foucault. What would it consist in as political prescription? Verge`s’ answer is that the defence of ‘rupture’ aims at a confrontation with the system that is represented by the prosecution’s case. In its confrontation with the law of the State, its main aim is to derail the process all the time both using and contesting it in a way best captured by the logic of immanent critique. He says: ‘Rupture traverses the whole structure of the trial. Facts as well as circumstances of the action pass onto a secondary plane; in the forefront suddenly appears the brutal contestation with the order of the State.’5 And perhaps most significantly the logic that is played out again and again is the logic of immanent critique, the attempt to ‘place society in contradiction with its principles’ (44) in a way that ‘excludes all compromise’ (17). The tapping of contradiction aims to hold up the system to its own claims, force it to face up to its stated principles, to equality, to procedural fairness, etc, where this measuring up forces it beyond what it can possibly ‘contain’ within its economy of representation. I will say more about this but note, in the meantime, the story of rupture unfold, in the way in which an act of resistance registers without being absorbed, integrated or co-opted into the system against which it stands. This, I will argue, is the crux of the strategy of rupture. Verge`s notoriously deployed the strategy of rupture—understood primarily, I am suggesting, as immanent critique—in his defence of Klaus Barbie, the ‘butcher of Lyon’ in 1987. Verge`s refused to conduct the defence in terms of the usual tactics of seeking attenuating circumstances, of stressing the only subsidiary role of the French Gestapo to the organised atrocity of the Final Solution, or of presenting the array of psychological or ‘bureaucratic’ excuses. Instead the defence consisted in maximal use of the ‘tu quoque’, in a way that would bring the French in direct confrontation with their hypocritical denunciation of a crime that Verge`s claimed underpinned their own colonial legacy—and particularly the national policy during the Algerian War. In the statements he made to the press before the trial, a trial that 3



Verge`s gives the example of the double massacre of El-halid where 35 Europeans and 700 Algerians died, but where the legal inquiry was only opened in respect of the former deaths. The legal strategy of derailment here took the form of an insistent claim to perform autopsies on the corpses of all 700 Algerians.



4



Included as ‘Preface’ to the second edition, also 1968.
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‘La rupture bouleverse toute la structure du proce`s. Les faits passent au deuxieme plan ainsi que les circumstances de l’action; au premier plan apparait soudain la contestation brutale de l’ordre publique.’ Verge`s 1968, pp. 86–87.
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attracted massive media attention, Verge`s insisted that what was at stake was a great deal more than the fate of ‘an old Nazi’. The strategy of rupture aimed to undercut and reconfigure the historical and didactic nature of the trial, increase its responsive range, re-negotiate past alliances, re-open wounds. Whatever happened to Jews in Europe, was Verge`s’ message again and again, was ‘a drop of European blood in the ocean of human suffering which, therefore, only concerned the white man.’ The prosecution and punishment of Nazis was about intra-European guilt. In all this the Jews were elevated to the dignity of the chosen martyrs in a move aiming to obscure the systematic suffering inflicted on the forgotten victims of Europe’s genocides against the races of the South. The visibility of the suffering of the Jews underwrites the ignominy of that other suffering. ‘We’, on the other hand, Verge`s will claim— and that ‘we’ is a ‘we’ of the victims of colonialism as the presence on the defence bench of the Algerian Nabil Bouaita and the Congolese Jean-Martin M’Bemba also testify—‘We bow our heads also in front of the martyrdom of the children of Izieu6 because we remember the suffering of the children of Algiers.’7 Let me recapitulate what I take to be features of critique that, in the Marxist tradition at least, identify it as immanent as contrasted to ‘internal’. Immanent critique is tied to the logic of contradiction where contradiction, as ‘practical’ rather than logical, informs a crisis that is experienced by social agents in the materiality of their life. Social reality is experienced by actors in terms of normative expectations that are constitutive (rather than ‘epiphenomena’) of that reality. Normative expectations are part of institutional frameworks that inform actors’ perception of social reality. Immanent critique aims to generate within these institutional frameworks contradictions that are inevitable (they can neither be displaced nor ignored), compelling (they necessitate action) and transformative in that (unlike internal critique) the overcoming of the contradiction does not restore, but transcends, the ‘disturbed’ framework within which it arose. It pushes it to go beyond its confines and in the process, famously in Marx’s words, ‘enables the world to clarify its consciousness in waking it from its dream about itself’. Each of these premises (inevitable, compelling, transformative) carry of course its own problems and have been contested over many decades both within and outwith the Marxist canon. The objections are familiar: What makes contradiction compelling? Under what conditions will social actors see it and act on it, i.e. what are the conditions of ‘reflexive unacceptability’? In what sense might political actors initiate political action that does not simply reproduce systemic conditions but is truly transformative? Does transcendence presuppose reading into history unwarranted assumptions? Is the logic of immanent critique through the practice of negation necessarily emancipatory? And so on, and so on. But however we answer these contested theses the skeletal structure of immanent critique remains one that seeks its standards in the situation that it finds itself in, proceeds through counterposing the immanent normative (institutional) self-understanding of its object to the material actuality of its object, and in this generates a contradiction that becomes 6



Izieu is a small farming town east of Lyon from which 44 children were deported in 1944 by Barbie from a children’s home to the extermination camps.



7



All quotes in Koskenniemi (2002).
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‘active’, if one chooses to put it in Althusser’s terms (Althusser 1990), or productive, in the sense of making necessary its overcoming and thus the transcending of the context that generated it. Whether one ascribes an emancipatory logic to this or not, whether it has the capacity to transform the power structure as a whole or not, one thing is certain: with immanent critique the system that is its object will never be the same again. The rupture will not, cannot, be sealed over. Now let us return to Verge`s and the Court of Appeal of Lyon. Recall the irate reaction outside the courtroom of the outspoken Gaullist French intellectual, Alain Finkielkraut. ‘I don’t believe that the notion of crimes against humanity,’ he says to the journalists, ‘has been clarified by the trial. I think it was obscured willfully by the defence … I think that throughout this trial we ought to have meditated, and even more that meditate, we should have been indignant over this situation in which a black man, an Arab, a Bolivian, and Verge`s—a man who claims his Asian ancestry—rose to the defence of a Nazi, and furthermore that they defended him in the name of their race, in the name of their non-European identity’ (Kaplan 1989, p. xi). Finkielkraut went on to write La Memoire Vaine, a passionate response to precisely the logic of defence deployed by Verge`s. It is a sharp book, frustrated, frustrating, though brilliant in parts. ‘Try to imagine’, Finkielkraut invites his reader, the Nazis’ lawyers at Nuremberg pleading the case of their clients by quoting from Andre´ Gide’s Voyage to the Congo and by passionately invoking their own experience of racism or of European colonialism. Such a grotesque scene is unimaginable. It took place forty years later, however, in the Palais de Justice at Lyons. The Barbie trial was therefore not, as most commentators claimed, an exemplary continuation of the Nuremberg trials. Through the spectacular collusion of the representatives of the third world with a Nazi torturer, it was, on the contrary, a mockery of the Nuremberg trials, and it nullified the official finding established by the international community following the victory over the Nazis—that humanity itself is mortal (Finkielkraut 1989, p. 26) For Barbie’s lawyers ‘victims of Hitler’s racism [were treated] as symptoms of Western racism and imperialism’ (Finkielkraut 1989, p. 34) in a way that made Frenchmen at Setif, Americans at Mai Lai, Israelis at Deir Yassin, ‘Nazis’—a word Finkielkraut will describe as thereby being deprived of a referent, ‘anchored to nothing, a word that is no longer a fact but merely a label’ (Finkielkraut 1989, p. 37). The ‘grotesque’ strategy aims to undo the achievement of Nuremberg of defining the human race by its diversity, he says and, quoting Arendt, of realising that it is not ‘man’ that inhabits the earth but men in their infinite [and irreducible] plurality. It is the collapsing of this recognition back into a narrative of an imperial ‘forward march’ that Finkielkraut ascribes to and denounces in Verge`s’ strategy. For us in this context, if Barbie’s trial is significant, if the conviction and sentencing of the ‘old Nazi’ matters, it is emphatically not because it continues the legacy of Nuremberg—Finkielkraut’s astute analysis disperses that illusion. It is because it illustrates a critical strategy rupturing the legal register. In being wrenched away from those who claim to monopolise them, the category of ‘crimes
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against humanity’ no longer provides the overarching context that might contain legal debate over its proper instantiations, but instead the category itself becomes the stake of a confrontation that is political, unmitigated and unmitigable by law in this sense: that the tu quoque objection raises in the final instance a jurisdictional objection. If the State that calls to account those who commit such crimes (against humanity) is also their perpetrator, its legitimacy to judge them is withdrawn and its attempt to monopolise them can be nothing but a political-ideological move. Any semblance of a common context of justice, for Saint-Just as for the Algerian revolutionaries, is turned from framing context into disputed object of political struggle. It is this dimension and fundamental reversal from meta-principle to object that most analyses of the trial and commentaries on the defence’s argument miss. It is what Alice Kaplan misses when in her introduction to Finkielkraut’s book, she says: ‘Finkielkraut is the writer who looks to the Law for Justice and Verge`s the one who looks to the media to destroy the law.’ No, Verge`s’ is a strategy that looks to the law to dislodge the law: the object of his immanent critique is to generate a contradiction that makes impossible a response in and by the system. And she is wrong to attribute Finkielkraut’s frustration that ‘although Barbie was found guilty Verge`s paradoxically won the trial’ to the fact that Verge`s ‘captured the imagination of the media and the world is more interested in the media than it is in justice’ (Kaplan 1989, p. xxvii). Finkielkraut is too intelligent a reader to confine his critique to that. In the book’s most significant and evocative passage Finkielkraut relates an assessment of the trial offered by the President of the Bar of Lyon, Paul Bouchet, to the newspaper Libe´ration. Finkielkraut writes: Paul Bouchet commended the defence’s contribution to the progress of conscience and to the perfecting of the law. … According to him, Mr Verge`s’ relentless insistence that Auschwitz was not the anus of the world but the navel of the West had provoked a violent shock, but in the balance, a salutary one. These ‘‘disturbing’’ questions were necessary, he suggested, … to finally free our legal system from the ‘thin-skinned’ ethnocentrism that had confined it since Nuremberg. And this is now Finkielkraut at his most astute and despairing: ‘Could Barbie’s lawyer’, he asks, ‘dream of a greater victory, a more brilliant ratification than this mark of universalism discerned in his actions?’ (Finkielkraut 1989, p. 44). Why is ‘universalism’ in this cri de coeur so significant and revealing a term? Note that it is a universalism yielded by the relentless strategic use of tu quoque during the trial. It is what ‘frees’ the law from its ‘thin-skinned’ ethnocentrism, to embrace truly humankind. If it ‘perfects’ the law it does so at the cost of a stifling concession: that those who claim to pass judgment as neutrals are implicated in the commission of precisely the crime they call others to account for. In this the ‘perfection’ of the legal system demands yet could not manage to transcend the ‘ethnocentrism’ of the jurisdictional objection. A contradiction has arisen at the heart of a system to become compelling in the sense that it invokes, in fact necessitates, in the system a response that at the same time ‘undoes’ its logic. Is this not, after all, Finkielkraut’s point, that a crime framed to protect humanity in its
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diversity is turned into a political means to denounce western imperialism and is exhausted in that denunciation? Finkielkraut and Verge`s both ask this question, but in it the former sees a deliberate move to turn the law against its stated objectives of justice, the latter an inevitable enfolding, introversion, of a legal system harnessed to an imperialist logic unraveling under a contradiction that forces it to confront its political foundation. At stake for both is ‘universalism’. And is not universalism, so painfully conceded to Verge`s by Finkielkraut above, the very thing that in Verge`s’ hands both founds and undoes the law; is it not at the very heart of all attempts at law’s legitimation and at the same time the foundation of any politics worthy of the name?



Homology and Deadlock Verge`s’ suggestion of rupture concerns judicial strategy, and his suggestion was, as we saw, the suggestion of immanent critique. I want to ask the same question, of the possibility of strategies of rupture, but to ask it more broadly, outside the courtroom, without special emphasis on the symbolic dimension, and without relying solely on the logic of immanent critique. But it is the same question with which we remain and ask insistently: what registers as resistant, neither reducible to nor co-optable by the order it seeks to resist? And generalising it: what can break incongruently, irreducibly so, with the order of capital or, more precisely, with capitalism’s economy of representation? If Capitalism appears as the comprehensive framework and target of strategies of rupture it is because it has been so singularly successful in colonising the terms of freedom and emancipation and with it the terms in which critique might register its claim. It has co-opted universalism and re-cast it in the banalities of a global cosmopolitanism which retains the language of citizenship but circumvents the institutional settings of national polities, national economies, and their social welfare and regulatory states that dignified post-war European societies. It has coopted freedom and re-cast it as market freedom, disarticulating its connection to the material conditions that make it meaningful, with regulatory frameworks rolled back, labour markets deregulated, common property resources privatised, the commons looted. It has co-opted the language of pluralism in order to undercut the universal truth that all people need to have their dignity and personality protected; it has co-opted the language of democracy and re-cast it in its ‘low-intensity’ variety, reducing it to the most formal of political transactions and withdrawing it from the workplace. Our power of redress so radically undercut by this denying of a language of redress, increasingly falls back on either a hollowed-out utopianism or a largely reactionary upsurge of ethnic, religious or cultural fanaticisms which have come to present themselves as the only entry point into public sphere that can promise politics anything like an e´lan vital. In this downward spiral, the global and the communal—whether these are ‘blood and soil’ identifications or religious fundamentalisms of the Christian and Muslim varieties—find themselves tied in a negative dialectic whose ‘promise’ is the barbarism of a triumphant capitalism in
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the midst of global wretchedness, kept in place by a regime of policing that has shed the need to legitimate itself in anything but instrumental terms. Against so comprehensive an appropriation, the most urgent question to ask, with Alain Badiou, is: what remains really heterogeneous to what Capital demands? It is this that the notion of the ‘ruptural’ seeks to tap, and strategies of rupture to deploy in political practice. With our attention turned to law the question over strategies of rupture must be thought in terms specific to the institution. With this we are already faced with urgency and improbability. Urgency because of course the law is indeed a major facilitator of the integration of capital, both underwriting the distribution of advantage and principle in society and releasing (typically through intellectual property and international trade regimes) an ever increasing range of commodities into the flow of capital. And faced with improbability because, while we have witnessed with Verge`s an ingenious attempt to manipulate law against its stated objectives, the effort to generalise legal strategies of rupture comes up against the limits of the ‘institutional’: institutions reduce the contingency of human interaction, they entrench models of social relationships and, in that, hedge in imaginative political uses and opportunities. In all this they afford a limited language to challenge entrenchment and, with it, remove the purchase point for ‘rupture’. At the risk of some significant loss of nuance, one might identify two crucial ways in which critical legal theory might measure up to the task of what law as an institutional achievement presents it with. The two targets for critical theory are law’s powers of homology and law’s mechanisms of deliberate deadlock. ‘Homology’ is about repetition, entrenchment and reduction. ‘Deliberate deadlock’ refers to the blocking of opportunities of redress. I will say more about each of them in this section. They remain staggeringly pertinent to law’s function. Then in the final two sections, with our concern on the possibility of redress and our gaze fixed specifically on the institutional dimension, we will attempt to track the role that critical legal strategies of rupture might play in identifying a space where resistance is neither co-optable by—and in that way productive to—the legal order of capital, nor too lofty to be relevant to it, but located in the interstice where it is both institutionally relevant and troubling. Homology By the term ‘homology’ I want to capture an aspect of the reductive nature of law as an institution and the use of normativity peculiar to it.8 Homology is about repetition and entrenchment, coherence and stability of expectations, and it finds expression, amongst other things, in the characteristically conditional form of law’s programming. Conditionality (the ‘if … then’ structure of law) is an expression of the function of the law of maintaining normative expectations in the face of conflict. To secure this function the legal system needs to maintain a relative balance of 8



Niklas Luhmann’s is the most sophisticated theory to ground the creation of legal meaning and the reproduction of legal operations to the functional use of normativity. See Luhmann (2004).
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stability and innovation or, more precisely, to reproduce structures of normative expectations through controlled innovation. It is, of course, true that innovations can only be grafted onto what already exists, and what already exists sets the thresholds of what might count as relevant information, what and under what circumstances may count as a ‘surprise’ in the system, what registers as information that might lead it to vary expectations. But one must appreciate that the balance of variety and redundancy (Luhmann 2004, Chap. 9), what is new and what is business-as-usual, can only lean so far in the direction of variety without jeopardising the function of the law that must at some level meet the exigencies of the rule of law, which in this context means that policy imperatives will at some point yield to protected expectations. The way that this affects the potential of critical legal strategy is decisive. In its development, as Luhmann convincingly argues, law overwhelmingly re-activates known grounds. The pattern of what can be varied, what contested, comes heavily pre-determined, not because the borders of law are heavily policed (though they are that too) but because structures of expectations release opportunities of variation selectively on the back of what is entrenched as invariant. Hovering above the reproduction of legal expectations along given pathways is the requirement of coherence, carrying the sanction of no less than the rule of law itself. Granted, there is nothing deterministic about the giveness of context (contexts are re-configured as selections are made) but it is also counter-productive to exaggerate the leverage that critique is afforded under the conditions of normative closure and legal selfreference. Legal Mechanisms of Deliberate Deadlock Let us here identify a hierarchy of moments of deadlock ranging from the constitutionally sacrosanct to the most mundane aspects of legal regulation. 1.



A certain irresolution that is productive to capital, pitched at the most abstract level, is the familiar tension between majority will and rights, or in its more theoretically interesting formulation, the tension between ‘constituent’ and ‘constituted’ power, usually identified as the ‘paradox’ of constitutionalism (Loughlin and Walker 2007). The paradox is that Constitution-making comes within a pre-given context of ‘recognition’ that alone establishes its objective meaning as ‘constitution’ and is thus only ever of the order of ‘making’ in a crucially limited sense. Constitutional discourse forever folds back the constituent into the representational space of the constituted. Constituent power is thus always-already implicated with constitutional form, the instituting already coupled with the instituted. Political power must present itself as conditioned and with it the highest power of a political community is thus sovereign only, so to speak, under conditions that it is not. Because to be valid it must be imputed to the constitution that establishes the conditions under which the popular will can be expressed as sovereign. Law and democracy are reconciled only via the suppression of a paradox that impacts on constitutionmaking as never, inevitably, fully democratic. A form of deadlock that is
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2.



3.



‘constitutive’ of legal agency and legal opportunity underlines the constitution of democratic capitalism. A second form of deadlock is the direct imposition of limits on what is constitutionally negotiable, who and what is included in the constitutional conversation. The more obvious forms that these limits take are the ‘rigidity’ of Constitutions, the formality of constitutional amendment procedures, the exclusion from amendment by any majority of, typically, basic rights and safeguards of property. There is sophisticated theory arguing that despite these stated exclusions and limitations, the dynamic of the constitutional conversation is one of gradual inclusion in terms, for example, of ‘constitutional moments’ of popular mobilisation, or the citizenry’s virtual participation in constitutional cases, or the more ordinary business of expanding constitutional interpretation through uncoerced social dialogue in unofficial fora. Interesting and aspirational this, but perhaps crucially inadequate to those—and I use one out of hundreds of examples here—who find their life chances diminished by the stated absolute exclusion from constitutional conversation of the issue of land redistribution in post-apartheid South Africa. A third form of deadlock is achieved through the distribution of competences and the legal ‘economy’ of jurisdiction. The complexity of distribution here is vast, is replicated in the question of standing, or rather lack of it, it underpins law’s complex attributions of harm and responsibility and its organisation of irresponsibility (see Veitch 2007a, b). This economy of jurisdiction finds its murderous expression in a case like Bhopal, depriving the victims of their grievance, leaving them without speaking position or claim in law, to deal with a catastrophe that, as Upendra Baxi powerfully put it (Baxi 2005, p. 144), remains singularly, in every sense, their own. But take the more mundane example of industrial relations. Over the past decades we have been witnessing a progressive dismantling of labour protections as an unavoidable effect of the global organisation of trade that circumvents any possible municipal safeguards. As Alain Supiot puts it pointedly, employment and unemployment levels depend much more on the organisation of international trade than on the policies of national governments, which, he argues, paradoxically makes the effectiveness of the protection of collective rights inversely proportionate to job security: those who need them most are effectively deprived of any recourse to them (Supiot 2006, pp. 110, 112). Observe now how the distribution of jurisdictional competences undercuts all possibility of redress of this massive pathology through an exercise in deliberate deadlock. In 1998, after the Singapore summit, the WTO washes its hands of any involvement in labour disputes, thus relieving the regulation of international trade of its effect on the world’s producers. At approximately the same time the ILO ‘elevates’ four (and only four) freedoms—to associate, from discrimination, from forced labour and child labour—to the position of ‘core’ principles, that is, binding on members of the ILO irrespective of ratification. But with no meaningful supervisory authority or capability vested in the ILO, with the standards hollowed out through narrow interpretations to accommodate most conceivable violations, and toothless to the point where even the US—the poverty of whose record of
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ratification of ILO Conventions (less than 20) is astounding—can enthusiastically endorse them, it does not take a very acute critic to discern that the human rights dithyramb that accompanies every turn of this drawn-out dispossession is ideological; at best no more than window-dressing. And yet it is surely a true indication of the extent to which the critical nerve of the legal academy has been dulled, that so few voices have been raised and, for the most part, in subdued tones. Why has ‘institutional imagination’, to borrow the term from Roberto Unger (1996), so helplessly collapsed into either irrelevance or the toothless reformism of the ‘procedural turn’ and breathless apologia of flexibilisation? The mechanisms of deadlock that we have tracked so far, the constituent power of society yielding to the poverty of its constituted pathways, the hedging in of constitutional conversation, the jurisdictional economy that leaves victims of injustice without standing or claim, are strengthened by two further substitutions: of substantive for procedural law and of ‘hard’ for ‘soft’ law. 4.



9



The shift from ‘substance’ to ‘procedure’ and, following that, the mutation of the latter into the varieties of social dialogue that has in the last few decades received paradigmatic status, draws its justification from the idea of democratic self-legitimation. Dialogue, preferably unconstrained and geared to achieving ‘well-grounded’ if not ideal consensus,9 is the legally sanctioned communicative medium that positions us as addressees of the law that we give ourselves. This fabulous commutability between addressors and addressees of law makes redundant any difficult, external, justifications for ‘substantive’ protections. In this model, the democratic imperative is realised in and as dialogue (imperfectly perhaps but then the dialogic model has an inbuilt self-correcting dynamic) that carries the full weight of justification. Citizens in the public sphere, prosecutors and prosecuted in the criminal trial, litigants in civil cases, employers, managers and workers, meet as ‘partners’ in communicative exchange, both making and receiving the law. Let us stay with our examples from industrial relations and one, if particularly revealing, amongst numerous cases where European Law promotes ‘social dialogue’. Under the EC Treaty the Commission is obliged to consult management and labour on issues in the sphere of social policy and gives either side the opportunity to initiate ‘social dialogue’ to resolve disagreement.10 But this is a ‘social dialogue’ fraught with problems. It stumbles first and foremost on the issue of ‘representativity’. Neither is there effective representation of workers at the European level, with no guarantee that affected parties will have a say in the dialogue, nor is the question of the representativity itself subject to and thus determined reflexively in processes of dialogue. ‘Social dialogue’ as envisaged is to be conducted in the absence of any procedural guarantees, or of bargaining structures that might regulate bargaining outcomes. And perhaps



Ju¨rgen Habermas. ‘Wahrheitstheorien’, at p. 239, quoted in Alexy (1989, p. 111).



10



Under Art. 139, management and labour may inform the Commission that they wish to initiate the procedure known as ‘social dialogue’ which allows them to remove the issue from the Commission for a period of nine months and seek to reach consensus on the content of the proposal.
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most significantly: without the possibility of backing a claim with the threat of industrial action, the negotiating positions of the vulnerable partners are obviously undercut. The cumulative effect of the multiple forms of disempowerment, the absence of any guarantees of effective bargaining power or representativity, leaves the speaking position of labour weakened or withdrawn in the process (Christodoulidis and Dukes 2008, p. 417). One might be excused therefore for pointing out the naivety of assuming that a constructive, undistorted or communicative (as opposed to strategic) dialogue is feasible under these conditions. ‘Social dialogue’ imposes the format of communicative action upon a substrate of the antagonistic relations of classes. The substitution of a strategic (antagonistic) model for a communicative one (partnership) allows a triple displacement: not only are workers prevented from backing their claims with the possibility of acting on them, but they are also assumed partners in a dialogue whose natural end is consensus, and where failure to reach it is attributed either to bad faith or to incidental rather than structural constraints. The naivety of the model of social dialogue looks rather more cynical in this light, an ideological technique of anticipation and substitution, and of symbolic simulation. 5.



The distinction between hard and soft law has been increasingly used to navigate the paradoxical effects and externalities of the operation of the mechanisms of deliberate deadlock. If any reasonable account of the unity of our law requires us to hold our practices up to scrutiny in terms of the principles they are meant to be instantiations for, the contradiction that emerges is diffused through the operation of a distinction that allocates the aspirations into a separate realm of soft law (Christodoulidis and Dukes 2008, pp. 417–418). This realm of ‘soft’ comes to encompass everything from constitutional preambles, constitutional commitments to social rights, and general principles on the one hand, and recommendations, opinions, green papers, white papers, guidelines, memoranda of understanding, etc, on the other.11 What holds these typologies together and allows the gathering under the generic ‘soft’, is the lack of direct applicability. But in the first instance general standards lack direct applicability because they require determinations before they can be applied in concrete situations; in the second instance, guidelines lack direct determinations because they are not norms. However, if these are placed together under the common categorisation ‘soft’, this crucial difference is missed. The operation of the distinction hard/soft law conflates an argument about generality with one about jus cogens. With regard to the latter, granted, norms of ‘hard’ law that contradict ‘soft’ guidelines are not invalid for that reason alone. But with regard to the former, ‘hard’ laws that are supposed instantiations of general principles and yet give the lie to those principles are deficient laws, to be righted as unconstitutional. Because in this case the rationality of law that depends on holding together principles and their instantiations is eroded,



11 Alarmingly in the light of recent landmark ECJ decisions in Laval and Viking, national protective legislation for workers and their freedom to associate has also effectively been displaced onto the plateau of ‘soft’ law, through the judicial entrenchment of freedom of establishment as overriding in all cases.
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a certain dialectic is broken and with it any possibility of making sense of the law as a rational enterprise disappears. Here no disjunction can be rationally upheld between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’. What becomes visible instead is merely the brute political expediency of collapsing into ‘soft’ law the fundamental commitments to solidarity and social justice and of subordinating social policy objectives to the economic priority of the integration of capital.



A Justice-to-Come: On Elision, Dislocation and Postponement Against the forces of co-option, substitution and simulation, against its overpowering by homology and the risk of its implication and collapse into deadlock, what redress can we envisage and propose as insistent and ruptural, irreducibly antinomic, capable of generating and sustaining an alternative? And if to explore this question we begin, again, from the context of work, it is because if people’s protection in the public sphere can rely (in principle at least, if not in practice in this age of emergency) on the framework of human rights, people’s protection in the workplace appears to have slipped off the critical legal agenda altogether. That is why it was heartening, I thought, to find in Law & Critique a paper on ‘Ethics in the Workplace’, promising in its abstract to argue for an ‘ethical frame that recognises the employee as an individual’ in the context of the way in which managerial ‘flexibility’ in the UK is exercised ‘against the background of postfordist work practices’ (Wheeler 2007, p. 1). In the first few pages however we have already dispensed with the tradition of democratic syndicalism in its entirety on grounds ideological and pragmatic: ‘Collective bargaining structures cannot speak to the human interactions which must underpin the bare contractual relationship’ (p. 3, my emphasis). And: ‘It is at least arguable that the [sic] one of the consequences of market-centred economic regimes has been to relegate notions of voluntary collective bargaining to the level of myth at any event’ (Wheeler 2007, pp. 3–4). And a good thing it is! It paves the way for ‘an ethically constructed dialogue [that] has the potential to recognise this interaction and allow it to be used to recognise values such as social democracy and equality’ (Wheeler 2007, p. 3). One might note a worrying reversal here: recognition of the value of democracy and equality becomes the indirect effect of the ‘ethical dialogue’ and the ‘recognition of the employee as an individual’ precedes the recognition of the employee as stakeholder in production, directly engaging democratic and collective identifications. In this the values of social solidarity, democratic accountability and codetermination are left in need of external, additional justifications. But this reversal is nothing like as disastrous as what the author has in mind as foundation for that ethical ‘relationship’ which she bases on Levinas. I quote here from the concluding section: I am suggesting that an interaction centred on the philosophy of Levinas and its subsequent interpretation by Bauman can invigorate the relationship between employee and manager. The organisational structure of the corporations allows managers to … see themselves as remote from employees as individuals. … The face of the
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employee becomes clouded by the totality of the organisation and its processes. … [Where] individual managers are [in this way] incapacitated, the cry of the other will then go unanswered. … However to end the debate there and assume that managers cannot act ethically towards employees is to ignore the phenomenon of the relationship involved in the practice of employment. In cases where I act but do not do justice to the other there is no escape from responsibility by blaming others or by citing the demands of society as expressed through law. The idea of the ‘other’ and responsibility to the ‘other’ is at the heart of the dialogue that I think could and should take place between employee and manager/employer. An employer is required to cite his reasons … but this determination can only be made after the employer or his representative has looked upon ‘‘the face of the other’’ and, to use the language of Levinas, has decided to take responsibility for that relation. What is required is the establishment of a relationship with the face of the other. (all quotes from Wheeler 2007, pp. 18–28) Enough, perhaps. For my part I do not know what to make of this, the ‘shoulds’ and the ‘musts’, the exhortations, the reciprocities and symmetries that replace the irreducible asymmetry of Levinas’ ethics, this call for responsibility that pronounces at every turn its groundlessness in anything that might resemble socio-legal conditions that determine the structural constraints under which people labour. The issue is not of course whether the author understands Levinas; that would hardly warrant attention. The problem is that the argument about the ethical ‘other’ in the workplace, this complete abandonment of the political, is incidental of a widespread intellectual failure of critical thought. Because what redress is the ethical yearning for the ungraspable ‘other’ to offer the palpable sense of disempowerment of citizens as producers, what redress in the case of the legislation that the author specifically discusses to the new management techniques that are suffocating the workplace? The problem that employees face is emphatically not that managers do not respond to the infinity of their unencumbered ‘otherness’, but that their heavily encumbered selves are summoned under the brutalising categorisation of ‘human capital’ and submitted to the rationalities of the price system, of investment and management of costs. In this, labour is doubly hit: by the substitution of the substantive for a formal economy12 and by the emptying out of the sphere of solidarity, the two tied together in a perverse dialectic in which the instrumentalities of commodified labour ‘articulate’ with the mysticism of an ethics that collapses the real reciprocities and solidarities of the intrinsically collective nature of social labour. What, one might be forgiven for asking, is critical about critical theory of this ilk? If the ability of society to deploy democratic and moral categories to describe the experience of working people and defend the dignity of employment is already undercut, is this ‘empathic’ stance to the cost of human disposability13 not in fact acquiescent to the economic violence of ‘market-centred economic regimes’? In 12



On this distinction see Polanyi (1944).



13



As JoAnn Wypijewski puts it in her wonderful review of Uchitelle’s ‘Disposable American’ (Wypijewski 2006; Uchitelle 2006).
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responding to the main sources of private vulnerability under market conditions, the insecurity of everyday life, the precariousness of employment, the hazards of flexible labour markets, the abuses of managerial discretion, there is nothing that the ethics of the ‘other’ can offer to the refuse of the market, except offer up association to accumulation. Just as there is nothing that the language of ‘aporia’, ‘diremption’ or the ‘broken middle’ can offer legal strategy. Nothing except humility, and humility is perhaps not the appropriate response to global wretchedness; to a capitalism that, in Negri’s terms, ‘reigns idiotic and triumphant’, corrupt, arrogant and incapable of self-criticism. But I do not, for a moment, treat this piece as paradigmatic of critical legal theory, for our hope remains in the possibilities of critical legal redress of injustices perpetrated by, and underpinned by, legal distributions. Critical legal theory has always promised an emancipatory moment in law itself, the promise of the ‘exploitation’ of the institutional imagination to disturb or reverse what appear as legal determinations and legal givens. And this certain faith in the potential of dislocation and destabilisation, may in turn translate into questions for strategy, inform strategic considerations and responses. There is a shared assumption in much post-structuralist critical legal theory that what the law has silenced or systematically excluded will return in the modalities of responsiveness and questionability. The status of human rights is paradigmatic in this respect: a right cannot be contained or exhausted in any one determinate content, we are reminded, any one definitive interpretation or conclusive determinatio. Instead it renews itself as responsive to our humanity. Note the double movement here. Law creates determinate effects, but those determinations forever leave a remainder, which as excess invokes further responses from the law, the irrepressible and inassimilable margin of deconstruction forever dislocating (though never in fact superseding) the context that ‘harbours’ it. To put it differently, more simply: a residue remains even in the most successful co-option of human rights, an impetus in the aspiration—to protect dignity, personality, speech, whatever—that disturbs every actualisation and thus, intriguingly, leaves the right standing above (beyond) and against its institutionalisation. A logic of dislocation planted at the very core of law forever unsettles it. A gap opens just below its normative mainstays and explanatory schemas. And where this gap opens up in its gathering orders, the normative language of human rights—dignity, personality, equality—inaugurates conditions that exceed containment in those very orders. Frederic Jameson captures well this dynamic of simultaneous subversion and maintenance of our normative language: he speaks of how a ‘performative’ response to a given dislocation enlarges the scope of the norm. To trace how this difficult ‘dialectic’ of occlusion and visibility is understood in some of the most interesting work in ‘post-structuralist’ critical legal theory, I will here focus (again) on a single paper, in which Peter Fitzpatrick speaks of the Constitution ‘in its responsive dimension’ (Fitzpatrick 2006). ‘If a Constitution’, he says, is to ‘ensure the being together of a people, it must be capable of responding to the infinity of effect which such being together generates through time.’ While a great deal can be asked of the conditional in that sentence, what appears in Fitzpatrick’s argument is the double movement of determination and responsiveness. The prima facie paradox has to do with holding together the two: the (effective)
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determination of the social field on the one hand, the ‘space’ for and modality of the generation of a demand for a response on the other. The initial difficulty, that is, is to understand how this double movement might get off the ground in a dialectic of any kind. The suggestion is that the point of purchase for a responsiveness that might put any legal determination to question lies in the notions of excess or remainder. ‘The responsive dimension’, answers Fitzpatrick, ‘could be seen as matching the necessity for sovereignty, like any vital organisation, to responsively incorporate and assemble the multitude of disparate forces that come to re-constitute it. For this projected assembling sovereignty must be intrinsically receptive to plurality […] and thus always incipiently vacuous.’ In all ‘law, to be law, cannot be contained in its determinate essence’ (Fitzpatrick 2006, pp. 1, 3, 4, 5). It would not be unfair, I think, to read into each of these moments of dislocation a certain Derridean ‘de´calage’ or ‘out-of-joint-ness’, a temporal disjuncture that in the dimension of the content of the legal norm registers in terms of ‘remainder’, ‘excess’, ‘enlargement’, Jameson’s ‘performative’, and in terms of the social dimension of the legal norm, or its audience, transcends the here-and-now of the ‘co-expecting third’—judge, juror, etc—and re-configures an audience to come. If this all seems hopelessly vague in the way that I have just put it, let us recall a famous incident, as related by Fitzpatrick, that also returns us to where we started, a strategy of rupture in a trial. The place is Pretoria in the 1960s, and the address is Mandela’s at the Rivonia trial.14 Mandela, says Fitzpatrick, presents himself before the very law he rejects, rejects in the name of a superior law, the very one he declares to admire and before which he agrees to appear. … The superior law which Mandela affirms is not something set apart from or something simply about the existent law. Rather it is integral to law as it is. … The law that calls forth this magnanimous regard is the law that incipiently extends beyond its determinate existence, the law that responsively orients that existence towards the possibility of its being otherwise, and towards a corresponding possibility of its inclusive and equal extension to all groups in South Africa … In all such responsiveness is intrinsic to law as it is. Law, to be law, cannot be contained in its determinate presence (Fitzpatrick 2006, p. 5, my emphasis). Mandela achieves this ‘matching of the two dimensions of constitutional being’ in the hearing, a wonderful term in the equivocation it carries, determinate but denied in the context of a plea before the apartheid Court (that was for all intents and purposes deaf to it) yet heard nonetheless, responsive—as enunciation—in offering itself beyond those confines, ‘to what is ever beyond determinate existence’, a hearing before a future audience. Better, perhaps, Mandela’s is an invocation that goes some way to summoning an audience as appropriate to its magnanimous reach. Mandela’s faith in a superior law, a law to come, in this argument about future responsiveness becomes temporalised as diffe´rance, in a temporal displacement of unity and difference. Its meaning is postponed in a sense, until a re-coupling with a post-apartheid law becomes possible, where ‘a 14



See also Clarkson’s excellent ‘A time of address’ (Clarkson 2007).
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corresponding possibility of its inclusive and equal extension to all groups in South Africa’ is finally materialised. The question that arises, if I could put it candidly, is this: how long can the law limp along in this modality of lack while still holding the promise of responsiveness? What span is envisaged for the hearing before the plea is heard? How long are the South Africans to wait before they become an appropriate audience? Before the fabulous retroactivity that grants the speech act an audience might take effect? How long does Mandela’s invocation of legal equality offer itself in this projection (of existence) in the mode of responsiveness that is not forever compromised in the determinate existence of a post-apartheid law and the inequality that it forever renews under the neo-liberal agenda that has propelled South Africa to overtake Brazil in claiming the most polarised income levels in the world? My concern, to put it bluntly, is with what present injustices may be redeemed if we exaggerate the work that responsiveness is able to do. And we may exaggerate if we ignore that a certain conditioning of conditionals is at play in law, which overdetermines outcomes, that contingency is released selectively in law, its space fixed by second-order determinations—a ‘law of law’.15 In all this, I would insist that ‘excess’, whatever mileage we can get out of the concept, be addressed in political (rather than mystical) terms. This is not to draw any political-ethical contradistinction: any politics worthy of the name are driven by and place ethical demands. As Negri put it in the Politics of Subversion: when we return to definitions, justifications and proper limits of political action, ‘we shall be involved, and can only be involved, in a discussion about ethics’ (Negri 1989). It is merely to insist that redress to the wrongs of law requires and demands political opportunities and strategic considerations, not the flight into the mysticisms of the ‘other’ or the confident assurance that post-structuralism will deliver by dislodging all current unjust determinations in the direction of a common humanity. But the faith in justice-as-responsiveness, in an irreducible ‘excess’, in a law that will always transcend any current determination, is inadequate for another reason too, this time crucially so. Because Capitalism too, of course, is an order of constant transgression. Marx states it powerfully in the first part of the Communist Manifesto. And from the opposite end of the political spectrum, Luhmann repeats the insight in regard to the legal order of capital. He says: ‘Law pulsates with the constant generation of excess and selection’ (Luhmann 2002, p. 160). For Luhmann, with his preoccupation with complexity and contingency, excess and responsiveness play a vastly important role. He argues that if law is to reduce complexity successfully it must be able to handle multiplicity operatively, and to handle multiplicity operatively plurality must be related to a unity and symbolised by it. This coupling of open multiplicity to the unity of the legal system does not of course do away with ‘excess’. But it orients it functionally to the legal system. Here are two ways in which excess may be oriented in a productive way to the capitalist legal order. Systems of meaning depend on the incessant creation, in language, of a ‘surplus’ of meaning, an anticipatory state that is fed back into the system in new events of 15 I refer here to the title of the wonderful colloquium in the context of which we were first invited to discuss these issues at Birkbeck College in November 2006.
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communication, in a constant cycle of surplus and re-investment that allows the system—Luhmann’s key notion here: Anschlussfa¨higkeit [linkage-capacity]—to exist in time as that coupling of what is actual with what is potential, generated and re-introduced. This is why Luhmann, borrowing undoubtedly, if not always explicitly, from a long phenomenological tradition, insists that any ‘meaningfully grasped given’ must be both ‘fully present’, as the intelligible content of experience and action, and anticipatory of future meaningful states. In that, excess is temporalised, so to speak, and re-introduced, productively, into the system as chance.16 Note how seriously Luhmann takes the idea that ‘everything actual has meaning only within a horizon of possibilities indicated along with it’ (Luhmann 1995, p. 65). If one aspect of the self-referential reproduction of systems is to reproduce meanings over time, the unity of any system depends on managing chance productively. Chance becomes the condition of variation—(from a functional point of view, therefore, not an ‘excess’ at all!)—and thus the condition of the evolution of the system. Nothing less that the system’s own reproduction is at stake. Future legal states and events are open to chance, where chance does not mean—because what would be its meaning or register?—the lack of conditions, but a certain— temporary—asymmetry in the coordination between events and system structures that allows a mutual reconfiguration of both, over time, in a way that maintains the system’s unity over time. This first aspect of the management of ‘excess’ thus has to do with meta-level conditioning, the conditioning of possible contingencies. This conditioning occurs through structures of expectations that allow aggregations at higher levels (symbolic generalisations), set conditions of ‘connectability’, in the sense of what is selected as information and what is not and remains irrelevant. In all this, flexibilities map onto rigidities to find their co-ordinates, responsiveness is cast along the system’s pathways, productive as opportunity for self-reproduction of structures rather than their radical revision or rupture. In the self-reproduction of structures, excess is domesticated as variation, internalised and re-cast into new patterns and opportunities of ordering and, indirectly or directly, of accumulation. The question is this: what is to prevent, in the post-structuralist idiom of dislocation and excess, the ignoble collusion of law’s ‘indiscipline’ with the restlessness of capitalism—responsive not to ‘our humanity’ but to the integration of capital? One can, of course, appreciate in the post-structuralist insistence on ‘excess’ the concern to re-invigorate a certain attentiveness to what representation misses, the concern to rescue something of the ‘responsive’ or, even, of the nature itself of latency; a concern, that is, with what must remain in excess of any one determination and where the nature itself of that latency not be over-determined (as it would be for example—as formal reversal—in the case of the dialectic) but remain an open potentiality. But stating the concern is not in itself an answer to law’s crushing force of homology,17 its mechanisms of deadlock, or to its extraordinary power of co-option, and thus hardly emancipatory per se. The focus 16



The emergence of the possibility of chance within the legal system marks an opportunity that is a condition of its own reproduction. ‘What the experience of contingency achieves is the opening up of chance for conditioning functions within the system, thus the transformation of chance into structural probabilities’ (Luhmann 1995, p. 120). 17



As we explored it first in section II and then immediately above, with Luhmann.
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here needs to be on the institutional moment. At the point of re-entry of what was excess into what becomes actualised as opportunity in institutional solutions, institutional determinations of freedom and dignity that go some way to meeting the promise of a justice-to-come also meet the forces of inertia that we know all too well, and the twin danger we talked about: the rigidity of protected expectations and the combined flexibilities of legal and market solutions. Let us extract from all this a first priority for critical legal strategy. To harness potential involves first of all persevering over how the ruptural might persist, rather than be functionally oriented back to the reproduction of systemic priorities-as-usual. But there is a second priority too. Because the other way that excess may be productively exploited by the law beyond being ‘temporalised’ (and functionally reoriented to the system) is by being ‘externalised’. What cannot be meaningfully processed in terms of the systemic constitutive reductions, as instabilities that cannot be managed, may be externalised to other systems. We are all too depressingly familiar with the ways in which political demands that overload the legal system become displaced as economic problems that require market solutions. ‘Excesses’ then become managed all too well by other systems and return to law only as demands for further de-regulation, privatisation, flexibilisation and all the ways in which alternative delineations cut away at our ability legally to redress unnecessary suffering and the obvious and latent injuries of class. To conclude: against both templates a mere promise that there will be a further dislocation appears crucially inadequate. It appears crucially inadequate because legal reasons, institutional solutions, capitalist determinations now are actualisations now of a conceptual scheme that is held in place (now) by the promise of its future redress. The promise of future redress—of a response to what exceeds any current determination—is too undifferentiated to guarantee justice. And this becomes hugely problematic because, as we saw, law is an unstable order on any account, it thrives on disturbance that it domesticates as opportunity both to re-configure expectations (in its elaborate handling of flexibility and rigidity) and re-entrench them, re-embedding its structures. And this maps onto the instability of capitalism whose order too is transgression and which, for that reason and in that modality, has the ability to install itself, in Laclau’s wonderful formulation, as ‘horizon of inscription of every possible demand and every possible dislocation’ (Laclau 1990, p. 64, my emphasis). How, then, to guarantee justice to the thirty million people that—even in the super-economy that is the US—have since the early 1980s been thrown out of fulltime jobs, three quarters of them to go to lower-paid jobs or never to work again? (Uchitelle 2006). If we want to talk about the dignity of the refuse of the labour market system, those who are desperately hanging on to jobs or who have lost them, or those skilled workers who are forced to ‘retrain’ to keep up with flexible labour markets (see Wypijewski 2006), if we expect the human right to dignity to remain ‘responsive to our humanity’, then we need to explain how its re-entry into the institutional realm of legal reason (in novel constitutional arguments, in changes in legal perception, in the array of modalities of responsiveness) might resist its cooption by the dominant conceptual scheme in place in which the dignity of the worker is placed on a par with the dignity of the employer under the sign of the
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protection of private property, mutually reducible to the order of capital. And no promise of future responsiveness or ‘fabulous retro-activity’ will redeem that.



Rethinking Law as Strategy Against the ethical turn of critical legal theory, against the recourse to the ungraspable other, but also against a certain emancipatory mysticism that sees the ‘return of the repressed’ in the inexhaustible opportunities of under-determination, excess and the rest, I have argued that resistance to the order of capital requires resituating it as political, not ethical or mystical, and rethinking it in terms of the now seemingly outmoded category of strategy. And given the pervasiveness of that order, thinking it, predominantly, in terms of a strategy of rupture. Why strategy? And why rupture? In this final section I want to return to these two questions taken together. The strategic suggests a framework at odds with the communicative. The muchvaunted and increasingly pervasive deliberative paradigm in critical legal theory situates us as discussants in contexts of public-political dialogue, to varying degrees unfree but with the possibilities of emancipation built into the dynamic itself of a dialogue aiming at free consensus. As discussed earlier, this dialogue positions us as both addressors and addressees of the norms of democratic society, laws we freely give ourselves, a continuity given by the commutability that the first person plural establishes between the two speaking positions (we give ourselves). The communicative paradigm already assumes what politics queries and demands: the distribution of speaking positions. Against the banality and injustice of an inclusiveness that undercuts the specificity of political claims, let us register the following injunction, and return to it later: that injustice is claimed as a tort—as a claim against a certain usurpation of speaking positions by the order of capital. The claim marks a moment of rupture with an allocation of speaking positions that the communicative paradigm must assume (to get off the ground at all) and therefore cannot also put to question. Because, as foundation, this distribution cannot at once be deployed and queried. Against a ‘communicative’ or ‘deliberative’ distribution of speaking positions, the ‘strategic’ imports a specific reflexivity that does not necessarily fall within, but may situate itself incongruently to the spaces, interstices and speaking positions that the system makes available; incongruently, thus also, to the channels of change that in the form of patterns of variability the system offers as productive to the order of capital. I want to argue that this pitfall extends also to the aspirational dimension of the communicative model, whether this assumes the form of a self-correcting public sphere or an aspirational cosmopolitanism. Both situate the critic in a position internal to the communicative system, if with an eye variably attentive and attuned to the dislocations and fissures in the identity of this system, that hold the promise of its ‘justice-to-come’. As aligned to the self-correcting logic of the communicative model, both these genres of theorising cannot see that the limits on which they stumble are not contingent, and thus optimally re-alignable to the aspiration, but structural, and they also cannot see that they cannot see this, because they occupy
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internal positions where the law, as ‘infinite’ conversation, provides both every possible determination and the horizon of every possible dislocation. There is an important point to be made about utopia in all this, in its original and literal meaning of an absence of topos. If utopia paradoxically holds promise for the strategic it is through the function of precisely resisting that collapse we spoke about above into the internal point of view. Utopia receives in this a functional definition, and appropriately enough it is a negative function that is involved: the essentially negative modality of resisting. This is the way of thinking about utopia that Frederic Jameson draws from Louis Marin’s Utopiques and his ‘defeatist’ reading of utopian political action. The political status of utopia, he says tellingly in Archaeologies of the Future, is ‘structurally ambiguous’. The function of this negative reading of utopia, ‘most authentic when we cannot imagine it’, says Jameson, ‘lies not in helping us to imagine a better future but rather in demonstrating our utter incapacity to imagine such a future—our imprisonment in a non-utopian present without history or futurity—so as to reveal the ideological closure of the system … in which we are confined’ (Jameson 2004, p. 46; Jameson 2005, pp. 203–210). The absence of the possibility of transcendence becomes the defining feature of this negative formalism, this ‘structure of neutralisation’ that Jameson takes from Thomas More when he says: ‘not both at once, but neither one nor the other, without any third possibility in sight’. Here is Jameson: ‘The incommensurability becomes a scandal for the mind, but a scandal that remains vivid and alive, and that cannot be thought away, either by resolving it or eliminating it.’ ‘It forces us precisely to concentrate on the break itself: a mediation on the impossible, on the unrealizable in its own light’ (Jameson 2005, p. 232). How does this notion of utopia help us think rupture? From Benjamin, Jameson invokes a critique of progress in which the notion of progress serves to close off the future as a source of disruption. In utopia is concentrated ‘the desire associated with the lost, indeed the impossible object’. With ‘most of us probably unconsciously convinced … of the eternity of the system, and incapacitated to imagine anything else in a way that carries conviction’, utopia becomes the sign of disruption as radical disjuncture with the present. It is the ‘break that secures the radical difference of the new utopian society [which] simultaneously makes it impossible to imagine’. ‘Disruption is then the name of the new discursive strategy, and Utopia is the form which such disruption necessarily takes’ (Jameson 2005, p. 231; see generally pp. 211–233). In confronting the communicative model with its utopian dimension, legal strategy aims to discern the model’s limitations as well as its blindspot over those limitations. In this confrontation utopia names neither the aspiration nor the ‘dangerous supplement’. What it names is an impossibility and what it marks is a usurpation. If the strategic model submits legal communication to a criticalinstrumental use, it is not to advance a different ontology of politics, but to identify a spectrum of possible political interventions in relation to law, rather than under its auspices. Then internal critique, immanent critique and ‘meta-level’ struggles mark points along the spectrum that allow strategy to negotiate institutional opportunity and resist co-option. Let us take each in turn. Where forms of deadlock can be redressed, then institutional opportunity, even in the form of internal critique, might be productive. There is something to be gained
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from political strategic uses of law to the extent that transformative critique might work against the mechanisms of deadlock, for example, where these appear in the form of the disarticulation of soft and hard law. Against that crucial disjuncture that organises the field of capitalist production—the splitting down the middle of the category of citizen-producer into ‘empowered’ citizen and powerless worker—there legal opportunity must be seized, practices re-instated as instantiations of underlying principles of democratic production, and seized strategically because always with a view to the concessions and costs of such use. None of these involve easy assessments, but it matters that they be seen as political-strategic questions. One could go further to argue for the use of law to resist the forces of homology through deviationist doctrine, ‘mapping and criticism’ (Unger 1996) and all the creative ways in which that homology can be resisted. Can we not even risk, on strategic grounds, a critical appreciation that not all formalism is to the detriment of the dis-empowered and that political-strategic considerations are crucial to determine to what measure even formalism might be exploited or resisted? With strategies of rupture deployed in the trial we explored a different level of strategic intervention that had to do not with forcing the system to face up to its aspirations to render it coherent (as is the case with internal critique) but forcing it to confront a contradiction that it could neither suppress nor contain. Immanent because drawing on resources the system makes available, this form of strategic use of the law gives a completely different meaning to the term institutional opportunity: it is a legal opportunity, in a crucial sense despite itself. And one need not confine it to strategies in the trial; contradictions abound across the legal landscape. Take the constitutional right to work that promises all citizens, aspirationally, a means to realise their productivity. Between the structural conditions of a system that requires a degree of unemployment to control inflation and sustain a market in labour and the promise of a political society to realise the productiveness of all its members, a contradiction arises that allows neither reconciliation nor resolution within the system; immanent critique promises to exploit politically what is otherwise forever externalised in terms of social pathologies (‘hard on crime’, ‘war on drugs’, racisms, and the fascisms—‘soft’ (Sennett) or otherwise) that daily confront citizens. And finally: where institutional opportunity yields to the system’s structural givens to the point that it is vacated or undercut; where legal homology overwhelms; where legal mechanisms of deadlock offer only ‘involution’—the endless splitting up and splintering off—and no transcendence; where systemic givens always-already impinge on opportunity by providing the coordinates of any possible actualisation: in all these cases a strategic decision is called for whether to play the system or to confront it. Again industrial relations provide a plethora of examples both in the domestic context and internationally. As the world turns to the Americas, for the third time in the last 60 years for hope and inspiration, we see this dilemma played out even in the country that pioneered the Washington consensus on the continent under Pinochet. The massive labour struggles that shook Chile in the last 2 years were conducted against the law. In the world’s largest copper mine, Escondida, the unions broke the law when they rose to call publicly for its return to state ownership, to reverse the scandal of an industry where the multinational
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contractors that have secured long-term leases to exploit the mines have been completely absolved from paying any royalties and effectively from paying any taxes. In a country where there is a strict prohibition of sympathy strikes, workers in the mines were joined by those in the forest industry to bring the latter to its heels in May 2007, and both were joined by fluid alliances within the urban salariat and more than a million students and pupils who occupied educational institutions for over a month in 2007 to protest against privatisation of pensions and schools.18 Let us recall here that strategically ‘productive’ sense of utopia and tie it finally with the notion of rupture that has underscored this long argument. Recall that what was productive came from confronting communication with its utopian dimension in a way that yields meta-level dilemmas. To emphasise this level as constitutive of what it means to think strategically is to take seriously the constitutional ‘situation’ that we find ourselves in, which, in including all possible alternatives, forestructures the field of possible action. In a previous paper (Christodoulidis 2007) I argued against a certain substitution that involved the collapse of the moment of the ‘constituent’ into its instituted forms. Substitution meant that every moment of self-constitution is made to yield to a pre-constituted order. The difficulty is that the yielding is at once a necessary condition, because without it there is no representational space, and yet cancels out the new in the very act of accommodating it in pre-existing schemata. Strategic thinking at the meta-level re-orients itself to carving out a space for the possibility of acting—a meta-level struggle19— against the registers of democratic Capitalism. The aim of this meta-level engagement with law, and with the resources of constitutionalism in particular, would aim to ensure that law structures and withdraws from social fields appropriately to the redress of disadvantage, disempowerment and injustice. And how is political action to lift itself to the meta-level? The answer that I have suggested in this paper is: through militant attention to the points of tension upon which the management of consensus depends, and the introduction of a ‘heterogeneity’ or incongruence capable of generating and sustaining itself against the management of consensus and the order of representation that it serves. It is these moments of the ‘strategic’, played out at level and meta-level, that I have called strategies of rupture. Acknowledgements Many thanks to the organisers of the Critical Legal Conference in London in 2007 for inviting the plenary presentation; to Peter Fitzpatrick and Richard Joyce for the excellent ‘Law of Law’ colloquia at Birkbeck where some of these thoughts were first aired; and to Valerie Kerruish and the Altonaer Stiftung (ASFG) for the invitation to discuss the paper. Special thanks to Scott Veitch,



18 Under the Bachelet Government ‘Royalty 2’ was passed by Parliament finally in 2004 establishing a 5% surtax on mining profits where in 2006 these companies’ transfers were equivalent to 75% of the total budget of the Chilean State (See Riesco 2007, p. 5). 19



I borrow the term from James Tully. Tully renews the warning that, in the context of the new imperial logic of homogenisation and assimilation, it is meta-level struggles that matter: because only at that level can politics resist and redress the multiple forms of its co-option. For Tully these are struggles against assimilative injustices of the policies of recognition and governance, against the injustice of an assimilative idiom of a representational order that underlies and underwrites inclusion, of hegemonic languages and corresponding practices of governance that provide the horizons of the mode of disclosure of the present (See Tully 2008).
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